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After settling with the pain of osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis for years, I finally reached a

breaking point. I set out on a quest to find people who had totally overcome their diagnosis. After
years of interviewing former suffers, hounding them for advice, and modeling their lifestyles, I

discovered something amazing: Arthritis is an ailment based primarily on conditions in the body.

If you change your lifestyle to prevent the conditions, the arthritis will not manifest.In ARTHRITIS,
I WANT MY LIFE BACK, I clearly explain the correlations I found. I offer a practical itinerary
which will empower you to regain complete control of your arthritis, by changing the conditions
which are causing it.
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kindlewithkindness@gmail.comForward I would like to begin this book by shifting your outlook
on arthritis with an opening statement I can pretty much guarantee that you've never heard
before:After you read this book, you might be grateful (yes grateful) that you had arthritis. I know

this statement sounds preposterous, but stick with me, I offer this viewpoint from personal

experience. There are three reasons major reasons why: I believe that arthritis is one of the most
treatable conditions in the medical spectrum. In this book, I will outline a step-by-step itinerary

that, if you decide to follow, should significantly lessen and possibly cure your arthritis. The fact
that you have arthritis probably means that you are less predisposed to other, more severe

medical conditions. In my opinion, that is a great thing, so long as you are proactive in regards to

your health. I will present a third reason at the very end of this book. I don't believe that most

readers would understand (or appreciate) the third reason without first understanding both my
background and the science behind why this system works.Table of ContentsForward: My

BackgroundChapter 1. Change your Psychology, write a Proactive ScriptChapter 2. Learn why

an Acid\Alkaline balance is vital for healthChapter 3. Take inventory of your current
lifestyleChapter 4. Plan for the weeks aheadChapter 5. Choose your ItineraryChapter 5a. Perfect
ItineraryChapter 5b. Gradual ItineraryChapter 6. Recipes and snacksChapter 7. Celebrate!My

Background I want to make this book about you. I want to help you become empowered with the
right knowledge so that you can begin a proactive path towards improving your health. However,

before we do that, I felt that it would be pertinent to dedicate a few paragraphs to my personal
history with arthritis.My journey with arthritis began on May 9th 1997. I was DJing an 80’s night

at a Honolulu nightclub. I was in the middle of a great set and the room was filling steadily.
Despite being six feet tall, I couldn't see the entire dance floor, so I hastily decided to stand up
on a chair that was a fixture in the DJ booth. Halfway through the song ‘Heart of Glass’ an

assailant entered the booth, reached up around my neck and pulled me down onto the
hardwood floor (It was a case of mistaken identity, not a case of disliking my musical selection).
My left leg buckled under the weight of my body, and I could feel my bones breaking. The

assailant was pulled off of me and held by security, while I was carried down to an ambulance. At
the hospital, X-rays showed that I had suffered two hairline fractures in my tibia, and a

compound fracture in my fibula. The three breaks were so severe that my doctor claimed that
they were 'The worst non-vehicular related bone fractures' he had seen in his twenty-year

practice. A titanium rod was inserted into my leg and affixed to the bone with metal screws.After
six months of recuperation, I returned for a surgical bone graft on my fibula to help the separated
fragments heal.Fast forward to January 1999. My prognosis looked great: I could walk without

limping, my bones had recovered their strength, my joints weren't grinding or clicking, and my
mobility was at 98 percent. In addition to all this positive news, I hadn't experienced any arthritis.

I was twenty-one years old.In 1999 I relocated from Honolulu to Seattle. About four years after

the move, the pain began. At first, it was a numb, almost dull sensation in my ankle and inner
knee. Over the course of the following months the pain became more acute. An orthopedic

specialist diagnosed me with arthritis. She then went on to prescribe me Vicodin and Ibuprofen.
The painkillers helped, but the doctor warned me I couldn't take them forever. The Ibuprofen

provided minimal relief at best. I began to look into other options: stretching, heat rubs, Epson
soaks, ice packs, massages, etc. I was troubled by the inconsistency of the results. I found that
almost all of the treatments alleviated some of the pain some of them time, but that none of the

treatments solved the problem. A metaphor I like to use today is placing Band-Aids over an
infected wound. Up until that point, all the prescriptions had really just covered the metaphorical

infection; none of them had healed the wound itself.I began searching the Internet for solutions. I

made the mistake of entering chat rooms with handles such as Rheumatoid Suffers Anonymous.
The consensus in these chat rooms was that arthritis is an ailment that sufferers must deal with.

For a while I succumb to the spell of the community. When my knee flared up I would swallow my
Ibuprofen and rest in (relative) peace knowing that I had done all that I could do. My new goal (if
it could be called a goal) was to treat the problem, not to find ways to cure it. The early

interactions with my doctor, and the apathetic people in the chat rooms, led me to what I like to
refer to as my early viewpoint toward arthritis: I had an injury. Because I had an injury, I have
arthritis. Arthritis is a permanent ailment. I am helpless to change my circumstances.
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Jacqueline R., “Good to know;. Appreciate the simplified explanation of acid vs. Alkaline. Great

starter list of food or recipes as well. Since my OA is pretty intense, I have yet to a solution. Your
tips are good options to minimize my symptoms. Thank you.”

Ambra B, “Good info!. I haven’t started the three week plan just yet, but good info so far and i
look forward to it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very good. I liked the assistance and support thou get if you are on kindle
the first time. I enjoyed it alot.”
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